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Page Correction

11 �Its diameter D to the �rst zero is given by

D = 2.44λx/d

where d is the diameter of the Airy disc, x the aperture diameter, and d the screen distance.�

Should read

�Its diameter D to the �rst zero is given by

D = 2.44λx/d

where D is the diameter of the Airy disc, x the screen distance, and d the aperture diameter.�

11 �In a telescope or camera system, d represents the focal length and x/d is simply the f -number of the
lens or objective.�

Should read

�In a telescope or camera system, x represents the focal length and x/d is simply the f -number of the
lens or objective.

39 Fig.3.6. `Red' should be `rod'.

40 Colour plate. Fig.3.7: Label diagrams `a' and `b'. Add to caption `In (b) the correct number is 96.'

50 Box: the formula h = f2/Nc, and `D' should be in italics.

58 Fig.4.4. Add `(b) The Slussarev e�ect' to caption.

60 Box: last line and Fig 4.17: colour illustration missing. (See 1st Edn.)

62 Fig. 4.19: Interchange (a) and (b).

87 Fig. 6.2 (d). Indicator `x' not visible in diagram. (See 1st Edn.)

96 Fig. 7.6 (also colour plate): Re-label (b), (c) & (d) as (c), (d) & (b).

97 Additive color synthesis para 2: Change `Fig.7.6a' to `7.6b' and para 3 `�g.7.6c' to `7,6d'.

102 Caption OK in b/w illustration, but in colour plate delete `(c)' and the comment.

105 Fig. 7.12: Diagram has been printed incomplete. See 1st Edn, p. 72, Fig.6.12.

107 Fig. 7.13 and colour plate: In `All silver removed' illustration, yellow �lter layer should be uncoloured
and blank, as in Fig. 7.14.

115 Fig. 8.3a: Move `closing time' line 4 mm to R, to meet curve.

132 Line 2: Change `2009' to `2010'. (Also p.156 line 1.)

145 Fig. 10.1: `mm' should be `nm'.

149 `The Characteristic Curve': Lines 3 & 5. Exchange words `horizontal' and `vertical'.

154 Fig. 10.9: Add `(a) MTF of original negative, (b) MTF of mask; (c) MTF of combined original and
reversed MTF of mask; (d) �nal MTF' under diagrams.

160 Fig.11.4: Remove arrows and letters.

207 `CDs and DVDs' line 5: Replace `45 MB' by `70 MB'.

230 Margin note line 5. `List' should be `Last'.

231 Last line: `(p 000)' should be `(p. 77)'.

265 A light year is de�ned as approximately 9.5× 106 km. This �gure should be 9.5× 1012 km.

276 Fig. 18.8: `A' should be `F' and arrowhead deleted.

292 Fig. 19.11: Add to caption `H are hyperboloidal mirrors; P are paraboloidal mirrors.'
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293 Fig.19.13 is the wrong diagram. It should be the X-ray di�raction photograph as in 1st Edn p. 235,
Fig.20.5.

308 Amend `U3'to `U3× (a constant)'.
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